TOY# 248

NAME: Sand-Water Wheels

PIECES: 1

AGE: 2+

LEVEL: Preschool  School age.

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Toyroyal

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268190%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: A brightly coloured toy with holding areas and wheels that spin when sand or water are dropped in.

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children will spend much time just pouring and watching the wheels in action. Cooperative play often occurs as one child pours and the other watches the effect.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cause and effect relationships with different materials – sand or water. A new understanding of how simple mechanics work because all working parts are visible.